SEATTLE EIGHT TRIAL

Coalition Plans
Rallies, Picketing
Nov. 13/1970-71

A new coalition of Tacoma
Youth calling itself The Seattle
Eight Coordinating Committee of
Tacoma has planned picketing and
rallies Nov. 16th to protest the
Seattle Eight conspiracy trial.
TACOMA, WA. 98416
UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND
The committee consists of
various members of the
Resistance, TCC, PLU and UPS
and the various collectives in the
Tacoma area.
Spokesmen for the committee
Dr. John W. Prins, professor of business
administration at UPS, widely known Tacoma life-insurance stated they hope to have a
executive, and civic leader, will present the annual Regester peaceful demonstration to both
Lecture at 8 p.m., November 18, in Jones Hall Auditorium. show support for the Seattle Eight
Prins' lecture, "The Nationality of Jan van and educate the workers in the
area as to the political
Friesland," is based on his life and will be a sketch for a
implications of the trial.
possible book.
The tentative schedule calls for
Under the van Friesland pen name, Dr. Prins wrote a all day picketing to begin at 9:00

Prins Gives Eyewitness Account

column for the TACOMA NEWS TRIBUNE during World
War II.
In discussing his life, Prins commented:

Dr. John W. Prins

SENATE CALLS
FOR ROTC
RESTRUCTURING
By TOM BREWER
The UPS Academic Senate has
finally passed the report of the ad
hoc committee to study this
University'S ROTC program. At
its meeting last Tuesday, the
Senate approved, intact, the entire
report.
The ad hoc committee, made
up of five faculty members and
three students studied two
questions; First, to determine the
place, if there is one, in the liberal
arts university for the ROTC, and
second, to determine what
academic credit should be given
for ROTC courses.
Four recommendations were
made and approved. They are:
1). Existing non-military
academic departments should
offer the courses necessary to the
(Continued on Page 3)

I lived all over the
world and in a couple of wars,
when most people on the
campus weren't even born yet.
It so happens by more
o r less fortuitous
circumstances I have had a
rather interesting experience.
I was in Moscow
during the revolution, the
Bolshevik revolution. That was
52 years ago.
Prins went on to explain that he wasn't in Moscow to
take part in the revolution. He left the city as soon as the
revolution was over. From Moscow he went to Siberia to do

Non-union Lettuce---See Page Four

(Continued on Page 3)

TEACH-/N FEATURES TIGAR
By HOAARD PARKER
A teach-in on political
oppression and repression has
been scheduled for this evening at
7:30 pm in the upstairs lounge of
the student union building.
Mike Tigar, UCLA professor
and nationally known lawyer
serving as chief counsel for the
Seattle Eight, will speak along
with members of the Seattle Eight
and representatives from
numerous other parts of the

"movement".
Various national figures
expected for the Monday rally
heralding the opening of the trial
are tentatively scheduled for the
Friday teach-in.
Denise Oliver from New York
is a member of the "Young
Lords", a Puerto Rican third
world group with Black Panther
ideology. She is expected,
according to Terry Slatten, along
with the sister of Angela Davis,
former UCLA philosophy

FT. LEWIS BARS PROF
Dean J. Maxson Reeves
revealed Tuesday that Dr. R.
Franklin Thompson, UPS
President, had received a letter
from Fort Lewis officials
requesting that English Professor
LeRoy Annis be barred from
teaching during the next term of
the UPS extension program at the
Fort.
Reeves had no comment other
than that the matter was being
taken under advisement. He
explained, We don't know
what we are going to do...We
haven't arrived at any decision
about what course we're going to
take."
Reeves refused to release the
text of the letter stateng, "The
letter is directed towards Dr.
Thompson. It is his letter and is
not releaseable by me,"
At press time, Dr. Thompson
had also refused to release the
letter. Reeves outlined the present
situation:
"Professor Annis's name is on
the preliminary list of those
professors who will teach at the
Fort...The plans right along since
the first of the year have been for
him to teach out there."

am. in front of the Federal Court
House.
Mass rallies are scheduled at
12:00 and 4:00 with various
national and local speakers
tentatively scheduled, including
Dave Dillinger, defendant in the
Chicago Conspiracy Trial, and
long time leader in the pacifist
movement; Denise Oliver of the
Young Lords a group dealing with
the problems of Spanish Harlem,
and the sister of Angela Davis.
Local speakers tentatively
scheduled to participate include
Rick Silverman, University of
Washington student body
president, Ramona Bennet, of the
Puyallup Indians and members of
the conspiracy and their attornies.

However, he qualified that in
saying, "At this time no final
arrangements have been made for
Professor Annis to be teaching at
Fort Lewis." No faculty member
has yet signed a contract fot the

term that begins around January
15.
Reeves had no response to the
question of whether he envisioned
any future correspondence with
Fort Lewis on the matter.

professor and an avowed
communist. Miss Davis was
arrested in connection with the
abduction and slaying of a
California judge.
Dave Dellinger of the Chicago
8 will possibly appear this evening
before his scheduled arrival on
Monday; according to teach-in
organizers.
Terry Slatten, spokesman for
the group of students planning the
teach-in on repression and
oppression, stated, "The event is
(Continued on Page 3)

Central Board
Denies Funds
For Dinner
By GREG BREWIS

Central Board voted last
Tuesday to sustain the decision of
the Finance Committee
concerning their refusal to
authorize funds for the recent
Homecoming Dinner.
The Homecoming Committee,
as reported in last week's TRAIL,
went out on the town for a
post-Homecoming dinner.
The Finance Committee
Chairman, Brian A. Thompson,
Faculty Tries
attempted to slide by the
Administration controversial issue at the Tuesday
night meeting by failing to report
Elimination
the decision reached at a recent
Finance Committee meeting.
By GREG BREWIS
Earlier in the week, the voting
The full faculty of the members of Central Board had
University will meet Monday at
4:00 pm in Mc 106. Revision of
the Faculty By-Laws will be the
central concern of the gathered
educators.
The meeting promises to be a
A representative of the
hot one. Some members of the Thunderbird Graduate School of
faculty are proposing to International Business will be on
restructure the FacultySenate, the campus Monday, November 16.
legislative body of the faculty. If
Students interested in talking
their proposed by-law revision is with the representative should
passed, the admistrative members check in the Placement Office in
of the Senate, which have been McIntyre Hall for an
appointment.
(Continued on Page 3)

Grad School
Rep Visits

Inside This Issue. . .
LeROY ANNIS, English professor seeking to teach at the

UPS
extension program at Ft. Lewis, here invites Dean of the
University J. Maxson Reeves to play volleyball with members of
the faculty at one of their frequent games in the women's gym.
The invitation came after a meeting between the two in which they
discussed a letter from Ft. Lewis requesting that Annis not teach
at the Fort.

Homecoming Bash
Lettuce Boycott
Logger Football
Roving Revolutionaries
Arts & Entertainment
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Conspirators Face

Dinner Denied

by Phil Frank

(Continued From Page 1)
been informed fo the decision by

Hardship, Repression
Due to the work of many fellow conspirators, we
eventually enlightened our brothers and sisters and began to
reform our lives. We strove to live a life of love and
understanding. It was difficult, however as we were
continually scoffed by a silent majority of citizens
determined to maintain the status quo.
Our leaders were ordered to follow the law of the
land or be silent. Many of the poor were harrassedby agents
and spies. The courts seemed to have little concern with the
maintenance of justice. We were truly persecuted with
patience for many years.
We could not continue long in this manner. We were
hunted and harried on every side. We were also determined.
We continued to meet and plan even while we were forced to
keep the place of our meetings secret.
Eventually, the inevitable happened: some of us were
taken and clapped into prison; our homes were staked out
and watched day and night; we were being molested. We saw
that there was no hope.
After weighing the hardships which would surely be
encountered against the repression we had suffered under for
so many years, we decided we must stop talking and begin
acting.
My fellow Pilgrims and I set sail for America, the New
World.

mail.
Al Rinaldo, Homecoming
Committee Co-Chairman,
questioned thas tactic and Central
Board agreed with Rinaldo's right
to a fair hearing. The orders of the
day were suspended and the issue
was openly discussed.
After a lengthy and heated
discussion, Maila Putnam,
Delegate-at-Large, moved that
Central Board allocate $90.00 to
the Homecoming Committee to
pay for the dinner. The question
was called and resoundingly
defeated by a vote of 2 to 14. Stu
Soren, IFC Representative, and
Fred Bullert, Men's Off-Campus
Representative, cast the
affirmative votes.
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Homecoming Co-Chairwoman
Lucy DeYoung will be charged
with the dinner expense.

I■EL

De Young Forced To Pay
Lucy DeYoung
Chairwoman, 1970 Homecoming
Dear Lucy,

CHIEF SEATTLE MOURNS
PASSING OF GREATNESS
There was a time when our people covered
the land as the waves of a wind-ruffed sea cover its
shell paved' floor, but that time long since passed
away with the greatness of the tribes that are now
but a mournful memory. I will not dwell on nor
mourn over, our untimely decay, nor reproach my
paleface brothers with hastening it, as we too may
have been somewhat to blame.
Youth is impulsive. When our young men
grow angry at some real or imaginary wrong and
disfigure their faces with black paint, it denotes that
their hearts are black, and that they often are cruel
and restless., and our old men and women are
unable to restrain them. Thus it has ever been. Thus
it was when the white man first began to push our
foregathers ever westward. But let us hope that the
hostilities between us may never return. We would
have everything to lose and nothing to gain.
Revenge by young men is considered gain, even at
the cost of their own lives, but old men who stay at
home at times of war, and mothers who have sons
to lose, know better.
Our Good Father

Our good father at Wahington—for I
presume he is now our father as well as yours, since
King George moved his boundaries further
north—our great and good father, I say, sends word
that if we do as he desires he will protect us. His
brave warriors will be to us a bristling wall of
strength, and his wonderful ships of war will fill our
harbors so that our ancient enemies far to the
northward—the Haidas and the Tsimpsians, will
cease to frighten our women, children, and old men.
Then in reality, will he be our father and we his
children
But can that ever be? Your God is not our
God! Your God loves your people and hates mine.
He folds his strong protecting arms lovingly about
the paleface and leads him by the hand as a father
leads his infant son—but He has forsaken his red
children—if they are really his. Your God makes
your people wax strong every day. Soon they will
fill all the land. Our people are ebbing away like a
rapidly receeding tide that will never return. The

white man's God cannot love our people or He
would protect them.
Nowhere for help

They seem to be orphans who can look
nowhere for help. How then can we be brothers?
How can your God become our God and renew our
prosperity and awaken in us dreams of returning
greatness? If we have a common heavenly father He
must be partial—for He came to His paleface
children. We never saw Him. He gave you laws but
had no word for His red children whose teeming
multitudes once filled this vast continent as stars fill
the firmament. No, we are two distinct races with
separate origins and separate destinies. There is little
in common between us.
Ashes of Ancestors

To us the ashes of our ancestors are sacred
and their resting place is hallowed ground. You
wander far from the graves of your ancestors and
seemingly without regret. Your religion was written
upon tables of stone by the iron finger of your God
so that you could not forget. The Red Man could
never comprehend nor remember it. Our religion is
the traditions of our ancestors—the dreams of our
old men, given to them in the solemn hours of the
night by the Great Spirit; and the visions of our
sachems, and is written in the hearts of the people.
Your dead cease to love you and the land
of their nativity as soon as they pass the portals of
the tomb and wander way beyond the stars. They
are soon forgotten and never return. Our dead never
forget the beautiful world that gave them being.

•

Sincerely,
Tom Leavitt
ASUPS President

They still love its verdant valleys, its murmuring
rivers, its magnificant mountains, sequestered vales
and verdant lined lakes and bays, and ever yearn in
tender, fond affection over the lonely - hearted living,

Darrel Johnson
ASUPS Second Vice-President

Morning Mist

Judy Lawrence
ASUPS Executive Secretary

Day and night cannot dwell together. The
Red Man has ever fled the approach of the White
Man, as the morning mist flees before the morning
(Continued on Page 8)
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Brian Thompson
ASUPS First vice-President
ASUPS Finance Committee Chairman

and often return from the Happy Hunting Ground
to visit, guide, console and comfort them.

puget sound
Editor
Administrative Assistant
Editorial Assistant
News Editr i
Arts & Ent \tainment Editor
Features Editor
Sports Editor
Advertisement Production,
News Photographer
Ad Salesman
Circulation Manager

On Thursday, November 5th, the Finance Committee of
Central Board met to discuss the 1970 Homecoming committee budget
and expenditures. Needless to say, the committee should be
commended for staying within their budget. As you well know, last
year's committee went almost $1,000.00 over their allotted budget and
we were desperately trying to make sure there was no recurrence of
that mishandling. Within this situation, last year, the mishandling was
not just an overall lack of resporisibility, but included specific areas
where monies were misspent.
This year, the Finance Committee made it very clear
throughout the planning of Homecoming that the monies allotted were
not to be spent in certain areas, whether money was spent in those
areas in the past or not.
In dealing with your committee's specific expenditures, the
amount fo $90.25 for the dinner for the chairmen and their dates •
comes under the situation of money spent where we specifically stated
it was not to be spent.
Lucy, a number of times before the Homecoming Committee
was even assembled and after they were working it was made clear that
spending money for a dinner for the committe was strictly forbidden.
Tom specifically stated that a number of times both to you and Al as
well as to Central Board itself.
The idea behind ASB funds is not for the pleasure or
enjoyment of hard-working people, but rather for the benefit of
organized groups, the student body, and university community as a
whole. A case in point is the Delegates at Large. These three individuals
work full time, year round for the student body and get nothing in the
form of repayment. In our opinion, they deserve a dinner with dates
much more than does a small committee that worked, and worked
hard, for a few weeks.
Student activity work should be, and is a voluntary service and
the and the funds students pay each year should go to bettering those
activities—not to rewarding the people planning them.
Whether a dinner has been held in the past or not is of no
importance or reasoning here. What is important is that you were told
that this was not to happen and you did it anyway.
Therefore, Finance Committee has decided that your hand
should not be slapped and then state that it will not happen again. We
have no control over last year and no concern over last year or
preceding years in this connection. Instead we have decided not to pay
any bills that occurred because of that dinner held and that the amount
of the bill will be charged to your University account.
As chairman of the committee and the person who signed the
check you are responsible for the bill and it will be up to you to collect
from those present.
We feel very strongly about this and we realize that you have
been around and involved enough to know that you were going against
set policies before you acted. There, we believe that our action is the
only logical and sound handling of this situation that can occur.

Lewis Dibble
ASUPS General Manager
CC:

Al Rinaldo
Voting Members of Central Board

A campus newspaper published weekly (Friday)
except vacation and examination periods during the
academic year by the Associated F tudent Body of the
University of Puget Sound. Phone: (206) 759-3521 .
Ext. 278. Office: Room 214, Student Union
Building, 1500 North Warner, Tacoma, Washington,
98416. Yearly subscription rates are $4.50. Spring
semester only :$1.50.

STATEMENT OF POLICY
Opinions expressed in the TRAIL are those of
the writer, and do not necessarily reflect those of the
University of Puget Sound, its administration,
faculty, Assosciated Student Body, or the Puget
Sound TRAIL staff.
Material submitted should be typewritten.
Deadlines for each issue are 12 (noon) on the Monday
prior to publication. The TRAIL reserves the right to
edit for length, propriety, or libel.
All material must be signed by the author.

NWASCUS
Pres.
Dr. Dewayne Lamka, professor
in the School of Education at the
Unicversity of Puget Sound, has
been elected President of the
Northwest Association for School,
College, and University Staffing
(NWASCUS). He was named to
the top post at the organization's
fall conference held recently near
Mt. Hood, Oregon, and will serve
a one-year term.
The NWASCUS is an
association of education
placement officials in 70 colleges
and universitites in Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, and Monatana,
and is an affiliate branch of the
national organization.

a
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Prins To Present
Regester Lecture

Most Interesting Bird Of The Year

(Continued from Page 1)

work in the Prisoner of War camps there.
During World War II he was in the admiralty in
London and after the Normandy invasion was in charge of
the underground in Holland.
Since joining the UPS staff in 1955, he has served as
co-director of the UPS school of business administration and
economics on three occasions. Besides teaching at UPS, the
professor emeritus has taught at the University of
Pennsylvania and the University of Washington.
The widely traveled educator has been instrumental
in making UPS an insurance education center for the
Northwest. In addition, he founded the Dutch Exchange
program with the NOIB School of Business in Holland.
Dr. Prins studied at the University of Leiden in
Holland and the University of Washington where he received
his J.D. and A.M. degrees.
Following World War II, Dr. Prins directed
international transportation for the Allies in the Netherlands.
Befcre entering the life insurance field, he was in business in
Indonesia.
The fifth annual Regester Lecture honors Dr. John D.
Regester, professor emeritus of philosophy at UPS who wrote
the first book on the works of Dr. Albert Schweitzer.
"The Regester Lectures demonstrate those qualities
of scholarship and intellectual integrity which Dr. Regester
has exemplified."
Dr. Paul Heppe, chairman of the Political Science
department, is chairman of this year's Regester Lecture.

relief

Song Spiro
Range. Mainly throughout the
continental United States.
Occasionally seen as far as Hawaii.

Song. Several sharp notes followed
by the opening bars of Dixie.

%■ "

r;04::r.f

Habits. Attacks other birds, but
considered by many to be beneficial
to man, feeding on effete snobbish
insects such as the University
Termite, Red Ants and Night
Crawlers.

Color. Red, white, and blue.
Eggs. Usually laid on college
campuses.

4

Often the Song Spiro swoops like an
eagle, and inhabits the suburbs.
Builds its nest under the eaves of a
Milhous.

ROTC
REPORT
(Continued from Page 1)
understanding of the role of the
military in our society.
Specifically, they should
undertake to fashion or otherwise
construct suitable courses to be
substituted for those ROTC
courses considered to be academic
in nature.
The remaining ROTC
subjects should be offered by the
ROTC staff on anactivity (or
non-academic credit) basis. The
ROTC activity program would
include the training techniques of
the military, including drill,
summer camp, etc.
The federal government
must properly and completely
fund all institutional costs of the
ROTC program. This would
include the rental of all office and
activvity class room space,
secretarial assistance, office
supplies, etc.
All appointments to the Air
Force ROTC faculty be made by
the academic Dean in a manner
similar to other faculty
appointments,
In other business, the Regester
Lecture Committee announced
that Dr. Robert Albertson will
deliver the Regester Lecture next
year.

Senate Limits Membership

Teach-In Includes
Range Of Speakers

(Continued from Page 1)
reduced as the University Council
appointed by the President in the becomes more effective.
past, will be subject to election by Therefore, say some, the Senate is
the faculty. Therefore all Senate no longer required to have the
seats will be elected postions depth that was necessary in
excepting the Dean of the pre-council years.
University who will be a
permanent member of the Senate.
There seems to be come
opposition developing from the
administration, however. It
appears that Dr. Thompson will
take a leading role in preserving
his administrative appointments
to the Senate. Thompson believes
that the elimination of
administrative representation will
6th Ave.
Tel.
detract from the depth of the
at Oakes
FU 3-4739
Senate.
Some faculty members,
however, feel that the scope of
influence of the Senate is being

(Continued from Page 1)
not only to dramatize the plight

of the eight charged, with
"thought crimes", but to cover as
many areas of general concern as
possible."

Speakers who have been lined
up include representatives from
the People's Constitutional
Convention, Tim Determan from
the United Farm Workers,
representatives from Survival for
the American Indians, Tom
Leavitt of ASUPS, and Rick
Silverman, president of the
ASUW.
Terry Slatten emphasized that
the Seattle Eight would not be
speaking on "just on the Seattle
thing". Their topics will range
from Bobby Seale, Kent State, to
the Chicago trial and the affair of
the Soledad brothers.
Slatten explained that "This is
not a rally to get people charged

teary Sactiezd
JEWELRY
Sales and Service for
Accutron

Bulova
Hamilton
Elgin
DIAMONDS - RADIOS
2703 No. Proctor
SK 9-5681

Like No Where!

tVece
3410 North Proctor

up to hit the barricades."
"People need input. It is very
vital to rationally sit down and
learn about events."
He explained, "The teach-in
was vital as an instrument in the
anti-war and civil rights
movements. We feel this structure
can be used to advantage in
getting information out to
people."
"The reason the event is
scheduled in the evening is to
enable people from the
community to attend. It is crucial
for everyone to be informed."

BUDIL'S
FLOWERS

"Especially for
YOU!"

Call Ahead
10 4-8222,

BUCK'S
6 :6 8t Pearl

Fishwich, Fries , & Rootbeer

*

JULIUS CAESAR

89C

FR E E
Wednesday Nov. 18
Dan Kelleher --- The Urban Revolution

Wednesday Dec 2
Curt Mehlhaff
--- The Ecological Revolution

1 / QUALITY — The easy-tounderstand commentary and
explanation you get from Cliff's
Notes result from painstaking
work by our board of authors.
Predominantly Ph.D.'s, these
scholars are specially selected
for their knowledge of particular
works and for their ability to
make these works meaningful
to you.

2 / AVAILABILITY—Cliff's Notes
concentrate on giving you all the
plays and novels most frequently
assigned in college. If your dealer
is temporarily out of the title you
need, ask him to call us on his
special "Hot Line '
Buy Cliff's Notes

PIZZA-CHICKEN - BURGERS
Call Ahead ...SK 2-6262

By conservative estimate
more than fifteen million college
students have used Cliff's Notes
since we became America's first
literary study aid. This prefer.
ence continues to build — for
two big reasons:

i.day — they're a
bargain in understanding college
literature assignments.

EAT HERE OR TO GO

Special Group Prices

15,800,000
COLLEGE
STUDENTS
CAN'T
BE
WRONG

Wednesday Dec 9

$1 at your bookseller or write

William Campbell, Research Meterologist *
United States Geological Survey
--- Our Ecological Values

Kegs To Go
POOL — SHUFFLEBOARD
No Minors on Premises

FIJI HOUSE 1414 N. Union
7-9pm

Box 80728
uecaln. Nebraska bri!x,)
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Lettuce Workers Unite
In Seeking Own Union

HUELGISTAS (strikers) are seen marching in the eastern
Fillmore district of San Francisco. Five busses brought 300
farmworkers from Salinas two days after Cesar Chavez called for
the boycott. Note the union label on the sign of the marcher
farthest to the left.

On July 23, 1970 as victory
drew near in the grape struggle
Cesar Chavez of the AFL-CIO
United Farmworkers Union sent a
telegram to lettuce growers in the
Salinas valley asking them to hold
union representation elections.
On July 28 no elections had
been held and the Salinas growers
announced that the Teamster
Union represented their workers.
Santa Maria and Imperial Valley
growers subsequently followed
suit, as workers read about the
settlements in the newspaper.
So begins another chapter in
the struggle of the American farm
worker for reasonable working
conditions and a wage scale that
can provide a decent standard of
living.
On August 11 the Teamsters
signed a jurisdictional agreement
in where they agreed to honor
traditional Teamster jurisdiction
(truck drivers and frozen food
plants.) The union agreed to
respect the right of field workers
to build their own union.
However, most growers refused
to release the Teamsters from
their contracts. The United Farm
Workers were not willing to settle
for as little as the Teamsters had.
On August 24, 1970 massive
strikes began in Salinas Valley and
Santa Maria. Five to seven
thousand workers were involved.

University Chapel
Presents Art
The University Chapel
Committee continues its
semester's theme on "Art as
Faithful Communication" as it
presents the film on Kinetic Art.
The film centers around a piece of
sculpture by Jean Tinguerly a
contemporary sculptor who puts
together great masses of wheels
and gears, bicycle parts, levers,
which move together at the whim
and design of the artist. These
great machines provide a strange
and profound condemnation of a
culture that has turned itself into
a mechanism that moves more and
more rapidly, but which seems to
gain little ground in terms of
depth and development.
Tinguerly was commissioned to
do a work for a New York
Museum a couple of years ago.
The work was announced as
"Homage to New York City", and
the gallery was crowded when the
piece was unveiled. The piece was
unveiled, turned on and the
sculpture systematically and
pedantically destroyed itself.
The film offers the opening
and the viewing, and the only
viewing, of the piece called
"Homage to New York City". The
film will be followed by a
discussion on the meaning and
function of Kinetic art and its use
in communicating faith in man's
ability to live together as common
For All Your Needs
The Closest
Drug Store
to the College

Free

pc

CHAPMAN'S
DRUG
3123 North 26th

SK 2-6667

Tim Determan, a farmworker
from Salinas, is working locally in
support of the boycott of
non-Farm worker lettuce. He
explains that 15 full-time people
will be working out of a Seattle
office serving the entire Puget
Sound region.
He urges people to ask their
grocer to see if the lettuce he
receives from California-Arizona
bears the United Farmworker
union label.
However, Tim points out,
"Most of the lettuce available in
the stores willbe be local lettuce
until the middle of the month
when the local supply runs out."

HAIRCUT $2.00
Kids $1.50 — Sat. $2.00
Razor Cut — $3.25
at the

-

Hill

Highland

Barber Shop
5915 — 6th Ave.

INTERESTED
IN AN
OVERSEAS
CAREER?

ROBERT G. BROWN
will be on the campus

-

Monday. November 16
to discuss qualifications for
advanced study at

THUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and lob opportunities
in the field of

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Interviews may be scheduled at

The Placement Office

Farley's
Flowers
"Flowers for every
occasion"
1620 - 6th Ave.

THUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
(Formerly: The American Institute
for Foreign Trade)

P. 0. Box 191
Phoenix, Arizona 85001

MA 7-7161

Affiliated with
The American Management

MR. RICHARD GRIMWOOD, food service director, holds up a
box of lettuce the food service has purchased from Salinas Valley
in California. The By-Now brand is one that has not signed a
contract with the United Farm Workers Union. Farm workers
claim the growers have imposed an arbitrary settlement on them
against their wishes in entering into a contract with the Teamsters
Union.

WANT CONTRACEPTIVES
PRIVATELY?
We believe you're entitled to your privacy when it comes to buying contraceptives. We're a nonprofit family planning agency and
we offer you contraceptives through the privacy of the mails. We
specialize in men's products (including two exclusive new European imports)—but we have nonprescription foam for women, too.
And a wide assortment of books and pamphlets to answer your
questions on birth control, family planning, the population problem and ecology. Want details? Write today:

-

Delivery

The growers admitted a 2/3
reduction in production.
August 30 a union
representation election supervised
by the Catholic Bishops
Committee demonstrated that
workers wanted the UFWOC.
United Fruit (Inter Harvest)
signed a contract with UFWOC
that included $2.10 per hour,
pesticide clauses, and other
benefits.
A company spokesman stated,
"The teamsters have our contracts
but UFWOC has our workers."
September 4 Purex (Freshpict)
signed and all Salinas area
strawberry growers except the
largest, Pic 'n Pac signed.
September 9 Delfino Farms
signed with UFWOC and Delfino
commented, "I have 60 workers
and all 60 went on strike."
On September 17, after the
UFWOC had organized fields
accounting for 20% of the
California-Arizona lettuce
production, Judge Anthony Brazil
issued a permanent injunction
against all UFWOC strike activity
in the Salinas area.
Strikes over which union has
jurisdiction are illegal under
federal law and at the same time
no appeal to the National Labor
Relation Board is allowed to farm
workers because they are not
covered under it.
Cesar Chavez on the same day
the injunction came out
announced a nationwide boycott
of non-union lettuce grown in
California-Arizona. Lettuce from
this area accounts for 85% of the
nation's production.
The California Migrant
Ministry explains the significance
of the boycott.
"Farm workers in Salinas like
poor oppressed people around the
world are engaged in a basic
self-determination struggle. They
want organized strength in a
union that is close to them and is
responsive to their needs and their
hopes."
"They want a leader they can
trust. They believe in Cesar
Chavez and the United Farm
Workers. Why should they be
denied the union of their choice?"

POPULATION SERVICES, INC.
105 N. Columbia St.. Dept. X2. Chapel Hill. N. C. 27514
Gentlemen: Please send

Me
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Sandwiches

Association

1

?fezite:Py&
Roast Beef
Ham & Cheese
French Dip

"H E F TY"

03.1EF
BURGeRS

obligation:

NAMEADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

Open Daily 10:30-12:00 Midnight
Fri. & Sat. 10:30-2:00 a.m.
PHONE IN YOUR ORDER

LO 4-7500

•
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AT ODDS WITH CARLOS
By CARLOS BERGERREZ

COACH BOB RYAN and Quarterback Bob Cason will need their
heads together when they face Simon Fraser, Saturday.

USIU CHOPS LOGGERS 31-13
By PAT LYLE
UPS dominated the first two
quarters, leading 7-0 at the half,
but when the Loggers fell asleep
in the second half, the Westerners
didn't waste any time in turning
the game into a rout. At the time
of the USIU onslaught, the
Loggers led 7-3, USIU's Bobby
Fultz recovered a kickoff after the
UPS return men let the ball roll
past them into the end zone. Dale
Curtis, who had, previous to the
kickoff booted a record setting 51
yard field goal, added the extra
point. Before the gasping Loggers
could shut the door, the game was
over.
The Westerners scored twice
more in the third quarter on Doug
Omer's 30 yard run, and on a 19
yard pass from Omer to Dave
Woelke which put the game out of
reach for the struggling Loggers.
UPS did come up with 13
points: 7 in the first quarter on a
57 yard scamper by Sophomore
fullback Doug Boughal, and 6
more in the third quarter when

Boughal broke away again. This
time for 62 yards and a score.
Randy McDonald added the first
quarter extra point. Boughal
totaled 135 yards and averaged
13.5 per carry for UPS.
The scoring ended in
anticlimax with the Westerners
running for another TD from 8
yards out.
Logger flanker Bill Hecker was
held scoreless for the first time in
7 games, but did manage to pull in
4 passes for 30 yards.
Tomorrow night the Loggers
will be in Vancouver B.C. for their
8 pm tilt with the rugged and
offense minded Simon Fraser
clansmen. The Loggers, with a 4-4
won-lost record will be out to
prove they are indeed a better
than average team. Although the
clansmen are undefeated, their
schedule has not been nearly as
tough as the Loggers and the
Loggers should be an even or
better bet to win the tilt.

(Author's note: This initial
article on my background marks
my entrance on the TRIAL staff
as a variety columnist hired to
alleviate the doldrums of regular
sports reporting. My name is
CARLOS BERGERREZ.)
Hola. Directly after arriving at
UPS from the Southwestern
segment of these United States I
became very interested in
occupying my time with the
TRAIL publication. This was after
the Tattler sent me away. But
isn't that what it's all about? You
know, involvement and
participation.
My background, was the type
that steered me into the field of
mass media. At age seven I
acquired a paper route in Del
Norte, a small settlement in
Southwestern Colorado. (Just east
of Cortez and south of Saguache).
At Christmas time I sold magazine
subscriptions, and, in the sixth
grade, I had my first experience
with a ditto machine. (It was very
fulfilling).
There were eight in my family:
My father, Papa, my mother,
Mama. my brothers Paco, Pancho,
Pepito, and Lindsay and my burro
Stuart. Papa was an illiterate
migrant worker in the San Luis
Valley, specializing in the fields of
Jeff Collier, picking peaches,

SIGMA NU'S BEST
IN IM FOOTBALL
The Sigma Nu's won the
intramural football trophy in their
first game of the season. In that
game they defeated Phi Delta
Theta 7-6 in what turned out to
be the championship game. The
Nu's season record of 5-0-2 bested
the Phi Delts 5-1-1 record by half
a game. Kappa Sig finished third
at 5-2.
The season was marked with
defensive battles and many ties. In
the biggest offensive show of the
year, the Phi Delts slaughtered
Theta Chi 48-7, in the mud and
rain which was commonplace this
season.
Todd Hall eased off at the
season's end to finished fourth.

oranges and potatoes. Mama
worked partime at Shakey's while
my brothers and I worked seldom.
Myself, awed by influence and
charisma of Perry White, chose
newsmaking as my career for life.
Within three days, I was making
news! I, with Paco, got caught
stealing watermelons near Rocky
ford. Inside the County Jail, I
started my first newspaper. This
endeavor was shortlived however
because we soon ran out of toliet
paper.
After completing a
correspondance course for my
secondary school diploma, I
applied to UPS, choosing
Washington, because I'd never
picked apples before.
That's my past. However
uneventfull it seems to you, the
reader, it is no distortion. It really
was that big of a bore.
But my basic goal on the
TRAIL staff is not to write my
memoirs, but rather to step out
on a limb and make funky
comments on a usually dismal
sports scene. This week the action
was a cop-out. Negative results
were commonplace, such as

Archie Manning's crinkled left
arm, the KO of Nino of Rome,
Sonny's vain attemps to postpone
the rose crop at Stanford, and, of
course, the Loggers standard
out-of-town performance. One
closing prediction: Cousin Oscar
Bonavena over Ali in 13. Odds 1-4
pesos.
Adios.

TODAY

Tc

Friday
November 13
1 - 3 p.m.

Brownie
Sundae
.15

CELLAR 10
Rm. 10 SC
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THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING

6303 6th Avenue

Phone: LO 4-8203

This is not just a young man's ancy

c oficALEA

TH EA

Anything but.
GIANT TRIPLE 0
HORROR SHOW!!
Joan Crawford

PHI DELTS' MIKE CHUMBLEY and Joe Mount (with ball)
sweep wide in early season intramural win over Sigma Chis.

in "TROG"
Horror No. 2!
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PIZZA

"HUSTLER"
WANTED
Around the campus. Pizza Haven drivers have long be,:-1
noted for their hustle This is appreciated by our customers
who demand quick service and hot pizza. However, the
Police Department is getting tired of hearing, "But officer, I
have three pepperoni specials to deliver and an order of
fried chicken waiting back at the store. In other words, our delivery business has grown to the
extent that we need help. especially on campus.
Therefore, Pizza Haven is now recruiting Pizza Haven
'Hustlers' to help us coordinate our deliveries. We will pay
a limited number of certain reliable students, as independent businessmen, to hustle pizza. If you are interested in
making a few bucks a day by assisting Pizza Haven in delivering hot pizzas come into the store for more information

go

"TASTE THE BLOOD
OFH D
orR
roAC
NoUL3 A
, "

fpA

HearCtH
h eA FEARR A
ol F
arm!
"
HORRORS"

ROXY
2 GREAT
ELVIS HITS!

"THAT'S THE WAY
IT IS"
Hit No. 2

"SPEEDWAY"

NARROWS

NI+druvr aNUK

MIKE JAGGER in
"PERFORMANCE"
Co-Hit!

Jason Robards
Stella Stevens

2803 Sixth Avenue, FU 3-1797

BALLED OF
PAard"THE
t
C;LE HOGUE"Ad
■Strer
/r
■Or

A young man can climb into this incredible piece of
hardware and break the sound barrier. And
the awe-inspiring probes into space are not figments
of his wild imagination. Now in a space suit
he explores the outer reaches of the beyond.
I t all started with imagination and dreams. If
anything, a young man's fancy is exactly what we
need. Without it we'd all still be on the
ground.
JOIN THE AIR FORCE ROTC
The Air Force Officer Qualification Test is
being offered free and with out obligation at
8:00 AM, 7 and 21 November in the UPS
Fieldhouse, Aerospace Studies classroom 1,
University of Puget Sound, to college students
who wish to determine their eligibility for the
Air Force ROTC Two-Year Program. For
further details, contact the Professor of
Aerospace Studies, University of Puget
Sound, Tacoma, Washington 98416, Phone:
SK 9-3521, Ext. 264 or 265.

.
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;; RED CHINA EXPLORED
:

4

hobert B. El•vitil,
internationally known China
expert, will speak on "Open Door
to Red China?" at 8:00 pm,
Tuesday, November 17 in
McIntyre Hall under the
sponsorship of the Academic
Lectures Committee of the
Associated Students of the
University of Puget Sound, Wesley
Jordan, ALC Chairman,
announced today.
Ekvall, author of 14 books and
40 articles on China and Tibet,
has been a translator for American
and Chinese diplomats, He

M000000000 come see me do my tricks

Kittredge

Roving Revolutionarieskisplay
Chris Rideout and Norman Eder

With the impending trial of the Seattle 8 and the ever present
dilemna of the local Indians, the UPS student body has been bitterly
criticized for a lack of concern and seemingly dismal support of these
vital issues.
A casual observer coming to our campus for the first time
might very well think the youth culture and its accompanying consiracy
has passed by the school. Influenced by preconceptions of a quiet
scholastic environment, a visitor could quite possibly leave our
community with the wrong ideas about UPS.
As the journalistic
This year it has become
representatives of the student customary for the radical students
body we cannot allow this to meet on Tuesday nights to
supposition to stand as truth. The practice the occult and drink of
reality of our campus can only be the Brew of Revolution.
discovered by spending some time
These mass celebrations of
with the students rather than revolt are followed on Wed. nights
listening to the ageless stories told by the Free "U" which is
by some administrators. Truly our implemented to seduce the
school is a seething hotbed of innocent.
revolutionary thought and action.
All over campus the reflection
One needs only to know where to of the concern of the UPS student
look.
is displayed by their involvement
The outward signs present on in the small group sessions held on
campus are merely a gigantic hoax the University grounds. The forest
being used by the students to atmosphere in which they are held
present a contented appearance. seem to point out the concern for
Beads, bellbottoms, and peace the environment our students
signs are the insignia of the UPS show.
Many more trends of radical
radicals. A countersign to
establish ones political thought and action can be pointed
compatriots on campus. An out to the persons unaware of our
increase of these items have been total campus commitment to the
noticied on a surprising number of ideas which are sweeping the
young men and coeds alike. These nation. The Radicalization of the
symbols of the youthful revolt are campus is indicative of the mood
obviously well entrenched on our of many students and faculty.
campus
Any further accusations of
The sight of beads around solitude and apathy on this
dainty necks are onlyobscurred campus should indeed incurr the
by fraternal pins and cashmere rath of our students. Let's all help
sweaters. Nevertheless these to put those misconceptions
outward signs of affluence are where they belong,"The nearest
only part of the ruse being used to dippsy dumpster".
confuse the establishment.
Carry on UPS.
Some of the most cherished
organizations on campus are being
quietly and secretly subverted by
the forces once held at bay. One
such action was recently
announced by a traditionalist

conglomerate of several interests
on campus. The organization
stated it was going to become
more relevant to the campus. We
all know what this could mean to
the structure of the school.
To reach their goal a secret
meeting was held under the guise
of a "Stag Film Festival". Only
the most daring of speculators
even questioned the type of
revolutionary zeal that took place
at this gathering. Who knows what
traditional values succumbed.

By SARAH COMBS
Arts & Entertainment Editor
The current Kittredge Art
Gallery display, Southwest
Washington Artists, proves that a
good artist is a rare thing and
most people who try to be one
don't get beyond the level of a
pleasing competence.
The show contains the usual
run of semi-amateur artwork, with
only a minority of works showing
enough individual fire to catch my
eye.
Batiks are becoming a more
popular technique daily; there
were a number of very fine
examples. One, by Annetje
Claringbould, was a large, bold,
turquoise-white-green creation
called "Plant Form". Having seen
the thing in the artist's home, it
was a pleasure to have it jump out
at me from the gallery wall, still
striking with it's Queen-Anne's
lace design.

authored "Faithful Echo," a book
on his experiences at Asian and
Indochina conferences in Geneva,
Switzerland, in 1954, at the
Sino-American Talks in
1955-1957, and with Ambassador
Dean at Panmunjom, Korea.
Born in Minchow, Kansu,
China, he served there as a
missionary and later with General
A .C. Wedermeyer as an
Intelligence Officer in Chungking,
headquarters of the China Theater
of Operations. Earlier the speaker
was on General Joseph Stillwell's
staff in Burma during World War
II. Subsequently he was an
attache at the American Embassy
in Paris. Now engaged in research
and writing, Ekvall is a member of
the Royal Geographic Society,
Association of American

PACIFIC NATIONAL
BANK OF
WASHINGTON

Anthropologists, and the
Association for Asian Studies. He
is a research associate in the
Department of Anthropology,
University of Washington. Ekvall
fluently speaks Chinese, Tibetan,
French, and German. Jitendra
Shah, UPS student, has been
named Special Event Chairman
for the Ekvall lecture, Jordan said.
The guest speaker will answer
questions following his
presentation, which is open to the
public at no charge.

MEM
PIZZA PARLOR &
Ye PuBlic house

22 kinds
of pizza ,

wine & ice
cold beer

At Shakey's

we serve fun

The Students' Bank'

(also
pizza)

6th & Union
Banking C en ter

—ORDER BY NUMBER —
I1 I °VIAND SUPREME
13 ANCHOVIES
14 SMOKED OYSTER
4. SHAW'S 1110':.:1 SAUSAGE 15 WHITE MUSHROOMS
5 BEEF & CHOPPED ONIONS 16 CANADIAN BACON
I 1 BEEF & MUSHROOM
6 POLISH SAUSAGE
7 PEPPERONI
18 CANADIAN BACON &
FRESH TOMATOES
B PORTUGUESE LINGUICA
9 SAUSAGE & BLACK OLIVE 18 SPIKKEYIS SPECIAL
0 SALAMI
20 SHRIMP
21. RIGHT HANDER'S
PUBLIC HOUSE SPECIAL
.'2. BIG ED SPECIAL
PLAIN CHEESE
ITALIAN BLACK OLIVE

3 IDIOT'S DELIGHT

Carriage House
Antiques

COME JOIN THE FUN...

3620
6th Ave.
SK 2-6884

HIGHLAND HILLS
L04-771 1
6108 6th AV.

Mike Black & Jim Peterson

TWO LOCATIONS

2313 - 6th Ave
A Co-

'ue at Both Locations

.

ar

*Black
2*Pani

3737 So. Yakima

its, P

.

e Dre

*1 - the.

Smoking Accessories, lin k.

Black

ight Posters
s, Bead Dresses

ond Accessories

-

6ifts,

Candles, Incense

and Jewelry plus much, much more.

"DOWN AT
THE HEELS?"
SEE

Proctor
SHOE REPAIR
3817 1/2 North 26th

Let your boots do the

qoutte

walking

No. 26th and
Proctor

Boots fashioned
for this winters
campus wear.
Style shown

$28.99
Other boots
from
$ 9.90

the

y tn~

.moo

ea
Real life calls for real taste.
For the taste of your life—C8` S-ala.
.Coca-Loll' and Coke are registered trade-marks which tdentity the same product at The Coca-Cola Compan

bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

PACTFIC COCA COLA BOTTLING CO., TACOMA, WASH
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"Wives"
Lacked
Depth
By PENNY LANE
University Theatre's comical
production, SCHOOL FOR
WIVES' made a frantic debut
Nov. 5, 1970. Once again, set
designer T. Somerville made an
excellent show of his creativity
through the attractive, yet
functional, set. The elaborate
costuming and period music
enhanced what seemed to be a
repetitious, tedious and uncreative
play.

•

Probably the best
performances were by Becky
Harris and Bernie Dunayski.
Becky showed herversitilityasthe
naive, uneducated Agnes. Bernie
did a superb job in being the
typical, foppish French
gentleman, as evidenced by the
well polished mannerisms (walk,
speech, etc.). Both Becky and
Bernie interacted with the
characters on stage, while the
balance of the cast played only to
the audience and solely for laughs.
Becky and Bernie did not rely on
past characterizations -unfortunately, other actors did
not express this individuality.
Steve Anderson seems to have
been 'type cast' in the role of the
love sick young man. The
similarity of the missed knock and
the missed stab (FORUM) was
typical of the interpretation of
the role. At times, Steve even
seemed to use the cleft palate
used in FLEA.
Roger Tompkins also seems to
have either fallen into or has been
placed into the same type of role
that he has always played.
Arnolphe was supposed to be a
man of about 50, however Roger's
characterization did not show
this. Tompkins was constantly
jumping on and running around
furniture -- actions appropo for
Pseudolus in FORUM but not for
a 50 year old French gentleman.
Tompkins also must feel that
yelling and stomping around the
stage will make a line funny, for
he does this throughout the entire
play. These actions, however, only
tend to obscure the lines and
aggrevate the audience because of
the tremendous noise.
As for the balance of the
actors, most seemed to recite lines
without any depth of
understanding of the characters.
Also, these people suffered from
exceptionally poor make-up jobs,
which hindered the audience in
picturization of the characters.

Buck Christmas Consumption
THE GREAT AMERICAN
CRISIS, OUR ETHIC OF
CONSUMPTION, is the theme
that the University Church
Committee will attempt to
investigate during the next several
months. A series of films,
programs, and discussions, will
center around the future of a
culture that is aimed towards an
ethic of increasing consumption,
ever increasing consumption.
There are voices of our culture
that are claiming that our over
production and over consumption
will soon result in the death of

our culture. Several programs will
attempt to deal with that very
question.
THE AMERICAN ETHIC OF
CONSUMPTION will be discussed
by Dr. William Campbell, Dr.
Daniel Kelleher and Chaplain
Jeffrey Smith on Thursday
evening November 19 at 7:30 pm.
These three men will discuss their
views on the future of a culture
aimed at maximum output,
minimum unemployment, and
abundance.
During the two weeks prior to
Christmas Vacation, the

TACO TIME
TACOS
BURRITOS 1411C0

OR

AMBULANCE
& ALSO
Heart - Lung - Resuscitator
Service

MA 71121

4427 - 6th

STR ETTTTCCCCHHHH!!!

.1111.
••■• ■,.

Dresses
$5 $7 $8
not all sizes and styles
available

Gowns, Slips
St Baby Dolls

TAMALES

$3.00
SK 2-3611

While they last

Diamonds — Jewelry
Tacoma's Only Certified

All Handbags

Master Watchmaker

Viewing the production as a
whole, SCHOOL FOR WIVES is a
shallow, tedious bedroom
`comedy'. There is little variation
in pace as there is only ONE pace
- frantic. Gaps were especially
evident in the third act and were
often caused by the blocking - i.e.
pushing people off stage, running
around the trellis and the constant
running in circles. All in all the
production lacks creativity and
depth.

In the final act, Chrysalde
states "The only thing wrong with
you is this obsessing fear of being
decieved, of being made a fool
of...". The Drama Department
would be decieving itself should
they think WIVES as anything
more than an adequate
production. They would make
fools of themselves if they
continue in such an uncreative
pattern.

Caravelle
Accutron
Bulova
Elgin
Hamilton

& Sweaters

Seiko
Accutron Sales and Service

SCHAEFFER'S
JEWELERS
3812 No. 26th

SK 9-4242

20% OFF
thru Nov. 20th

mode o'day
327 Tacoma Mall
G R 2-2055

ABORTION COUNSELING, INFORMATION
AND REFERRAL SERVICES
Abortions up to 24 weeks of pregnancy are

ROD
McKUEN

now legal in New York State. There are no
residency restrictions at cooperating hospitals
and clinics. Only the consent of the patient
and the performing physician is required.
If you think you are pregnant, consult your
doctor. Don't delay. Early abortions are
simpler and safer.
If you need information or professional assistance, including immediate registration into
available hospitals and clinics, telephone:

DELIVERY AT DORMS
Competitive Prices!

ONE NITE ONLY — SUN., NOV. 29 — 7 PM

MODERN
CLEANERS

SEATTLE CENTER OPERA HOUSE
$6.50 • $5.50 • $4.50
FOR CHOICE SEATS — ORDER TICKETS NOW!
Fidelity Lane Tickets; Larnonts of Burien,
Shoreline Music, Lynnwood. Carousel
Music. Everett; Bell, Book 8 Candle,
Bellevue, Bon Marche. Tacoma Mall

LET'S MEET AT

AFTER THE GAME
AFTER THE DANCE
ANYTIME!

YELLOW CAB

tuf

DAILY PICK-UP AND

2309-6th Avenue
MA 7-1117

"America on the Edge Of
Abundance", a film that predicts
the death of our culture through
over consumption will be offered
on February 11 in the Chapel
basement at 7:30 pm.

TACO BURGERS k VIIM6
sj
REFRITOS

GliiColyert

•

University Church committee
urges you to buck the Christmas
ethic of consumption by
participating in a series of
workshops in the basement of
Kilworth Chapel on evenings
between November 30 and
December 15. We will be printing
our own Christmas Cards, doing
copper, enamel ware, macrame,
tie-dying, weaving, wall hangings
and other really beautiful gifts.
(Students will expect to pay only
for the material used. Equipment
will be there ready for you.)
The height of technological
ingenuity will be questioned on
the evening of December 3 as the
film "Hiroshima and Nagasaki" is
presented. This film taken during
the bombing of the two Japanese
cities, was photographed by
Japanese newsmen on the spot. It
was confiscated by the United
States government and kept in
security until 1969 when it was
released through Columbia
University and the Museum of
Modern Art in New York City. It
is a horrible and profound film
and one is urged to remember that
the bombs that we now have it
our atomic stockpile are
twenty-five hundred times more
powerful than the ones we
dropped on Hiroshima an
Nagasaki. The film will be showr
at 7:30 pm in Kilworth Chape
basement.

A GOOD PLACE TO EAT

ORDER BY MAIL. Send Check to:
FIDELITY LANE TICKETS
1622.4th Ave., Seattle, Washington

Encl , ,tamped sell addressed envelope.

Johnny's
Golden Door
Restaurant
Fife WA 2-6686

THE ABORTION INFORMATION AGENCY, INC.
160 WEST 86th STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10024

21 2 - 873 - 6650
8 A.M. TO 10 P.M.
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

JOHNNY'S
on the MALL
MA 7-3186 or GR 5-4211

Specializing in
Steaks * Seafood
Cocktails
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Chief Foresees Dark Night
(Continued from Page 2)
sun.
It matters little where we pass the remnant
of our days. They will not be many. The Indian's
night promises to be dark. Not a single star of hope
hovers above his horizon. Sad-voiced winds moan in
the distance. Grim fate seems to be on the Red
Man's trail, and wherever he goes he will hear the
approaching footsteps of his fell destroyer and
prepare stolidly to meet his doom, as does
thewounded doe that hears approaching footsteps
of the hunter.

A few more moons. A few more
winters—and not one of the descendants of the
mighty hosts that once moved over this broad land
or lived in happy homes, protected by the Great
Spirit, will remain to mourn over the graves of a
people—once more powerful and hopeful than
yours.
But why should I mourn at the untimely
fate of my people? Tribe follows tribe, and nation
follows nation, like the waves of the sea. It is the
order of nature and regret is useless. Your time of
decay may be distant, but it will surely come, for
even the White Man whose God walked and talked
with him as friend with friend cannot be exempt
from the common destiny. We may be brothers
after all. We will see.

Rates: Students, Faculty and Clubs— 7 1/2c per word.
Commercial 10c per word.
Rates for larger ads on request

To Place Your Want Ad, Dial 5K 9-3521, Ext. 278 for an Ad Taker
We will ponder your propositions and
when we decide we will let yoy know. But should
ANTIQUES
we accept it, I here and now make this condition Antiques, clothes, tapestries, YOUTH DIRECTOR WANTED
TIME Youth Director.
that we will not be denied the privilege ,without Parish Prints, bocks, and rugs. PART
10-15 hrs. per week. $125 month.
molestation, of visiting at any time, the tombs of Carriage House; 3620 6th Ave. SK First Baptist Church Puyallup. LE
ancestors, frends, and children. Every part of this 2-6884, 9 am-9pm.
1-0292 / TH 5-5277.
soil is sacred in the estimation of my people. Every
FOR SALE Support your local
hillside, every valley, every plain and grove, has been HONDA FOR SALE
body count, buy an official
1969 HONDA, Trail 7-0 Mini biki.
hallowed by some sad or happy event in the days New. Call- SK 9-7587.
"National Guard Target T-Shirt."
long vanished. Even the rocks, which seem to be
Available in strategic colors: lily
white, slightly yellow, or guerilla
dumb and dead as they swelter in the sun along the CAR FOR SALE
silent shore, thrill with memories of stirring events 1967 MUSTANG, 8 cyl. gray. Send your $2.20 to FLAK
automatic. Power brakes/steering.
SHIRTS; Box 1641 Lexington,
connected with the lives of my people and the very 35,000 miles. Excellent condition. Ky. 40501. Indicate size.
dust upon which you now stand responds $1500. Take possession at
morelivingly to their footsteps than to yours, Christmas. Contact S.
There are only two
because it is rich with the blood of our ancestors Stokes/History Dept.
approved ways for
and our bare feet are conscious of the sympathetic
eating Pizza Haven Pizza:
touch.
(1) use of utensils,

Proctor House
Restaurant

And when the last Red Man shall have
perished, and the memory of my tribe shall have
become a myth among the White Men, these shores
will swarm with the invisible dead of my tribe, and
when your children's children think themselves
alone in the field, the store, the shop, the highway,
or in the silence of the pathless woods, they will not
be alone. In all the earth there is no place dedicated
to solitude. At night when the streets of your cities
and villages are silent and you think them deserted,
they will throng with the returning hosts that once
filled them and still love this beautiful land. The
White Man will never be alone.

■

Well, folks, the faculty really
got it together in their FULL
FACULTY meeting, Thursday,
November 5 In fact, they got it
together so much that only 60 out
of 185 faculty members showed
up.
Since there wasn't a quorum,
the meeting was rescheduled for
Monday, November 16, at 4:00 in
McIntyre 106.
They then went on to general
announcements. Mrs. Regina
Glenn, bookstore manager, spoke
of the problems the bookstore has
been having on book orders. She
requested that all orders be typed
in the future and not handwritten.
It was also announced that the
fire department regulations
require fire drills twice a month in

Johny's Tavern
2 Pool Tables
Shuffleboard & Beverages

No. 26 & Proctor
SK 9-9003

UPS
BOOKSTORE
Tarot Blocks

■

2803 Sixth Ave./FU 3-1797

REAKTHRU

Phone GR 5-9909
for information
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One college does more
than broaden horizons. It
sails to them, and beyond.

at least.)

at the

Now there's a way for you to
know the world around you
first-hand. A way to see the
things you've read
about, and study
as you go. The
way is a college
that uses the
Parthenon as a
classroom for
a lecture on Greece, and illustrates
Hong Kong's floating societies
with a ride on a harbor sampan.
Chapman College's World
Campus Afloat enrolls two groups
of 500 students every year and
opens up the world for them. Your
campus is the s. s. Ryndam,
equipped with modern educational
facilities and a fine faculty. You
have a complete study curriculum
as you go. And earn a fullyaccredited semester while at sea.
Chapman College is now
accepting enrollments for Spring

Jewelry

Cards
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Let him be just and deal kindly with my
people, for the dead are not powerless. Dead, did I
say? There is no death, only a change of worlds.

SANTA'S ON HIS WAY

Christmas

PIZZA
HAVEN

2514 N. Proctor

Our departed braves, fond mothers, glad,
happy-hearted maidens, and even the little children
who lived here and rejoiced here for a brief season,
will love these somber solitudes and at eventide they
greet shadowy returning spirits.

academic buildings....Therefore-be
prepared to face the cold, cruel
world outside.
Tune in next Monday, same
time, same place, for another
exciting episode in the FULL
Faculty. (Come if you can, maybe
we can get a quorum of students

such as knife and fork or
(2) use of lingers. It's
acceptable to pick up a
pizza, but you'll gain
even more attention if
you pick up the check.
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Faculty Misses Quorum
By R. F. Tee
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and Fall '71 semesters. Spring
semesters circle the world from
Los Angeles, stopping in Asia and
Africa and ending in New York.
Fall semesters depart New York
for port stops in Europe. Africa
and Latin America. ending in
Los Angeles.
The world is there. The way to
show it to inquiring minds is there.
And financial aid programs are
there, too. Send for our catalog
with the coupon below.
s. s. Ryndam is of Netherlands
registry.
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